
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN SEPARATIONISM 
 
It is easy to recognise, that we humans are separated from pure nature. The most visible 
barriers are walls of our homes, which separate us from climate and seasonal changes. As 
their intrinsic property, humans are able to establish their own enviorment. According to 
the latest achievemnts in biology, in particulary related to the evolution theory, it seems 
to be true that humanity have not reached current separational level at once. Moreover, it 
was slow, gradual process in which human beings step by step modified sorrounding 
world to its imagination, to what they belived was the better. It cannot be denied that such 
changes originally had been orientated to limit number of carnivore’s prays, limit number 
of diseases caused by changing weather, establish steady and reliable sources of food. In 
fact, we can call it now “the basic survival kit”. According to evolutionists every change 
of environmental variable within speciment triggers adaptational effects on their 
organisms. It means that in order to survive such being must adapt to new conditions. 
Actually such way of thinking in case of human beings leads to conclusion that humans 
by changing surrounding environment had caused that in time, generation to generation,  
their bodies were adapting to new conditions. For instance, living in caves, where the 
fireplace was present alongside with stable warm temperature probably led to loss of 
natural clothing: fur.  

Achieving new sets of surrounding conditions, human beings still search for new 
improvements. Basically, it can be said that each negative factor must be overcome by 
either elimination or separation.  
 
Humans: thanks to property of brain: chain of reaction: new environment, adaptation, 
seeking of new ways of creating better environment, new environment, adaptation, etc 
 
The main development of humans: ability to think must evolve together with 
separationist tendencies.  
 
All in all, by following such thinking and by looking back in the past it is easy to set up 
some stages of gradual change: 
 

1) LIVING IN PURE NATURE 
Humans are part of the nature. No technology, full adaptation, full exposition to all factor 
in nature.  
 

2) SEPARATION FROM CARNIVORES 
In order to increase chances of survival in encounter with predator humans develop 
weapons to defense  
 

3) SEPARATION FROM WEATHER CHANGES – day in, day out 
Founding of nests, homes, clothing 
 

4) SEPARATION FROM TEMPERATURE – seasonal changes 
Fire, insulation of homes, technology 
 



5) SEPARATION FROM AIR – space travels 
Artificial environment 
 

6) Theoretical: SEPARATION FROM FOOD RESOURCES 
Chemistry 
 


